Kylesmore

1

A cottage partly destroyed when the roadway
was built down to Shona Beag. 67214/74407
(23/4/2006)

2
3

There are a number of runrigs in Kylesmore e.g. 67268/74282

A building with a triangular hole at one end
marked with the 2m pole and a 15cm hole at
the other end. 67166/74346.

4

A building partly demolished and with one full
height wall. View from south 67087/74142.
(23/4/2006).
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5
Main old building (for sheep handling?). There is a well supplying a water supply to the
interior. 67024/73622
(23/4/2006)

6

Remains of a
demolished
building.
67087/74101.
(23/4/2006)

7

67127/74099

8

An enclosure. One edge is marked by a 2m rod
and the other by a rucksack. 67026/74106
(22/4/2006).

9
A double
compartment
with a square
"table" in one
corner of the
main section.
66920/74137. 43m
altitude.

The 2m post is in an enclosure added to the
building above.

10

A walled enclosure about 30m above the north
channel. 66936/74075 (to the right of the post),
66929/74089 (corner), 66973/74050.

11 and 12

Two huts near enclosure 10. 66825/74217 and
66829/74223.
A post stands in the further away hut. The
nearest hut is 7mx3.5m.

13

A roughly-built stone circular platform. There
are good views from here out west to sea.
66805/74261. Altitude = 28m. (28/3/2017).

14

There is a gateway through a stone wall at 66986/74195. Altitude 34m.

15
There is a house with four compartments about 26m long - 67011/74207 to 67012/74223.
Altitude 41m.

16

There is a byre near 16 at 66975/74236. The
house remains can be seen beyond the byre.
There is a 2m post beside the doorway.
(28/3/2017)

17
A house at
67217/74328,
altitude 79m.
The hut is 8.3m
long and 3.5m
wide internally.
It is aligned
lengthwise to ~
1700. There is a
small
compartment
made in one wall
near the 2m rod.

18

There are remains of a hut beside 17. It is 6.2m
long and 2.2m wide and oriented in the same
way as the house.

19
There is a kiln situated in a very hidden site at 67379/74295 and altitude ~ 68m. The outside diameter is
about 4.3m and the inside diameter is about 2.3m. There is a lower tunnel which is at least 2m long, the
length of the rod put in.

This picture shows the end of a 2m long pole inside the
kiln

20

The causway from Kylesbeag to Shona
Beag.
From position 66965/74003 (12/1/2008)

21

Entrance to a mine.
66789/74159. (12/1/2008)

